Cubic Series
Wood
Fires

Cubic 166

Cubic Series Wood Fires
The Cubic series brings about a new generation of
wood burning fire. Among the five models of varying sizes, some are floor models and others are
directly attached on the wall.
Minimal, yet sophisticated
and
contemporary,
the
unique Cubic series were
designed by the Danish
architect Anders Nørgaard.
He stated: “I did not just
want to make a stove, I
wanted it to be something
more than that”.

Cubic 215

Cubic 166

Cubic 109

Anders Nørgaard designed shelves for firewood
on a model. He revived the tradition of decorating
the mantel—“On one of the long stoves part of it is
for the look, and the part that does not heat up can
be used for pictures or candles on the stove’ .
All the models utilize the same highly efficient, fire
box and are EPA certified and UL/ULC approved.
The thermal “air wash” system constantly self-cleans
the clear glass fire door to keep it practically sootfree. The “cool” door handle is nearly invisible, yet
it has finger-tip control for ease of opening and
closing.
Higher fuel efficiency, higher combustion temperatures, and lower atmospheric emissions make burning wood a “green” thing and an environmentally
responsible addition to your home.
The five versions include:
Cubic 215 - 7’ high;
Cubic 166 - 5½’ high; Cubic 109 - 3½’ high;
Cubic Wall; and Cubic W200 - 6½’ long with
side wood holder.

Cubic Wall

Technical Specifications
Color/Material
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Black or Gray Steel

Heat output range
Approx. heating area
Flue size
Firebox: h/w/d

14-27kBTU

4-8kW

1,300ft2

120m2

6”

15cm

17/15/13”

42/37/33cm
Dimensions

Model
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Cubic W200

Venting

Weight

h/w/d

Cubic 215

Top/Back

420lb/190kg

85/19/17”
215/48/43cm

Cubic 166

Top/Back

365lb/165kg

65/19/17”
166/48/43cm

Cubic 109

Top/Back

320lb/145kg

43/19/17”
109/48/43cm

Cubic Wall

Top/Back

220lb/100kg

28/19/18”
70/48/45cm

Cubic W200

Top/Back

400lb/180kg

30/79/17”
75/200/43cm

